Here, we outline the calculation and analysis of first passage times to nuclear entry, starting at a specified state n = 0 near the cell periphery. Again, the qualitative features of our model are insensitive to the details of the rate parameters, and we use the representative values employed in Figure 4 .
The mean conditional first infection time, the time it takes for nuclear entry after attaching to a microtubule given that the virus made it into the nucleus, is thus given by
where
and
The total mean conditional first infection time, T , valid for both inert and active layers, is given by the ballistic time to reach the PN region, plus τ , the time to enter the nucleus from the PN region. Both T and τ = T − L/v are shown in Fig. 4 (b) for inert and active PN regions. For the case of an inert PN layer whereγ n = 0 and only material that reaches x = L in state n * may enter nuclear pores (k n =n * = 0), τ simplifies to τ −1 inert = k n * + µ n * and is independent of transition and degradation rates of states n = n * . The perinuclear contribution τ is simply the first passage time to enter the nucleus in the presence of degradation of state n * in the PN region. The waiting time τ changes dramatically when the PN layer is active. Here, each of the summed terms of τ in Eq. S3 represents the time τ j needed for material in state j = n * in the PN region to be processed into state n * . These arrival times are weighted by the respective probabilities of reaching the PN layer in state j as expressed in Eq. S3. It is straightforward to show that τ active (whenγ n > 0) is an increasing function of v.
In the case of an active PN layer, incompletely processed material accumulates in the perinucleus, waiting to be processed. This accumulation of viral material has been observed in the case of HIV [4, 5] . Higher speeds v result in perinuclear material at very low levels of maturity, n ≪ n * , since not enough time has elapsed for all n * transformations to occur and relatively more time is spent in the PN layer in states n < n * . In contrast to the non-monotonic behavior of Q as a function of v, a monotonically increasing τ active due to perinuclear transformations, added to the ballistic time L/v remains a decreasing function of v. While the behavior of Q versus v alone cannot determine the transformation and entry kinetics in the PN region, experimental determination of the first passage time as a function of v (or ATP concentration), allows one to unambiguously resolve them. As shown in Fig. 1 , for an inert PN region, τ is independent of v, while for an active region, τ is an increasing function of v, regardless of the structure of the nuclear entry rate k n . Combined with the previous analysis of Q (Fig. 4 ) the exact fate of perinuclear material can now be determined.
Parameter Interdependences
We now consider evaluating the global effects of a simultaneous change in v and γ within our model. This particular interdependence may occur when ATP concentration, that affect both motor speed v and reverse transcription rates, is varied. It is not difficult to incorporate this scenario, given some plausible functional forms on how γ and v change with ATP concentration.
To investigate the above possibility, we focus on the n * = 4 case of Fig. 4 in our manuscript. We take our estimates for Q inert and Q active (with nuclear entry rates k n =n * either zero or non zero) in Eq. 4 . In this example, we let only γ 1 change, with ATP, mimicking the ATP dependence of, say, the reverse transcription step only. We keep the other rates unmodified, assuming that all previous and subsequent viral stages are independent of ATP, including capsid disassembly, represented by γ 0 , and the incorporation of post-reverse transcription proteins, and the formation of the preintegration complex, represented by γ 2 and γ 3 , respectively.
As shown in Fig. S2 , the overall features of Q when both v and γ are functions of [ATP] are similar to those when only v is the control parameter. It is straightforward to incorporate the effects of externally controlled parameters on other rates and velocities, as long as functional forms for these dependencies are specified. Mean productive infection times computed using the same rate parameters as those used in Fig. 4 . These parameters give conditional infection times on the order of tens of minutes, consistent with single virus particle tracking experiments [3] . The thin curves are the delay times τ (Eq. S3) associated with the PN region. In the case of an active PN layer, τ is an increasing function of v: at higher velocities, viral material reaches the PN layer at less mature stages, and longer times are required to reach the entry competent stage n * . On the other hand, for an inert layer τ is constant since only mature viral compounds can enter the nucleus and the waiting time is simply (µ n * + k n * ) −1 . Besides the cytoplasmic time T = L/v + τ the total viral infection time includes the initial waiting time within the peripheral actin as well as nuclear processing and budding times, which are not modeled in this work. Figure 2 : Entry probabilities Q inert and Q active with nuclear import rates set to zero (k n = 0, n = n * ) and with non-zero nuclear import rates k n = 0, n = n * . (a) Entry probabilities as a function of [ATP] for δv = 0.5µm/(mM sec) and all γ n independent of [ATP]. All other parameters are those used in Fig. 4. (b) Here, we assume that both convection speed v and transformation rate γ 1 increase linearly with ATP concentration via the proportionalities δv = 0.5µm/(mM s) and δγ 1 = 0.006 (sec mM) −1 . For these and a wide range of other parameters, there is no significant qualitative difference between the two scenarios. This shows that our qualitative conclusion of optimal values of transformation rates γ is common within our mathematical structure.
